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ORG Annual Impact Report 2016-2017

ORG has published its annual impact report for 2016-2017. The
report explores the crucial roles our programmes played in
influencing Middle Eastern peace processes and UK and global
security discourse during another year of enormous global
turbulence, and explains our commitment and priorities for 2018
and beyond.
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2017: More than a troubling year?

This end-of-year briefing for 2017 looks at what has been a
troubling year for international security. Beyond examining the
numerous challenges to global security emerging from 2017,
this briefing also points to some grounds for optimism in 2018.
 

Read the BriefingRead the Briefing

Roundtable on Yemeni Dialogue and Civic
Engagement

Working with the Conflict Analysis and Research Centre,
ORG’s Strategic Peacebuilding Programme organised a
successful roundtable at the University of Kent on 01
December. The roundtable provided a space for specialists on
Yemen and in peacebuilding to cross fertilise and have a
practical interactive discussion around what can be done to
improve the peace process through civic engagement. Read
more >> 

PSG report: Relations between Palestinians across
the Green Line

The Palestine Strategy Group (PSG) has published the
English translation of its most recent strategic
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report: Relations between Palestinians across the Green Line.
The report is the culmination of joint sessions and discussions
held over two years between politicians, academics and
activists on both sides of the Green Line. Read more >> 

Sustainable Security Blog

This month on the blog:

Gender and climate change-induced migration
Jabhat Al-Nusra in the Syrian conflict
Colombia, historical memory and peacebuilding
Hybrid peacekeeping
Climate change and the UN Security Council

Forthcoming Report: Remote Warfare and the
Boko Haram Insurgency

This report by Open Briefing, to be released in January, will
analyse the effectiveness of the use of remote warfare by the
Nigerian government, its regional allies and Western states to
counter the threat of Boko Haram.

Support Us

Your support is vital to ORG's work to build lasting peace
and security in the world. ORG is one of the UK's leading
advocates for the non-military resolution of global
insecurity. By supporting us, you can contribute towards
improving the lives of many millions of people affected by
violent conflict throughout the world and help ensure that
more don't join them.
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